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Abstract
In this short story Leon, a man of African descent, and Pete, a man of unknown ethnicity,
are discussing the results of some recent presidential primaries. It appears that a man named
Jim, who has won the last two primaries, might become the next president, and Elizabeth,
a woman of Samoan descent, might become his vice president. The conversation turns to
the views of Jim and Elizabeth on a range of political and economic issues. Leon raises the
issue of how income taxes are a modern form of slavery, since they confiscate the fruits of
a worker’s labor, a view that was expressed by Harvard philosopher Robert Nozick in his
book, Anarchy, State and Utopia, and by Frederick Douglass, a former slave.
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Leon, what did you think of that primary? It looks like Jim Vrana might actually have a shot at the presidency.”

            “Yeah, it certainly looks that way. He’s promising a lot of free stuff. Free health care. Free education. Subsidized

             food prices. Rent control for the poor. Sort of like what my ancestors got back on the plantation in the 1850s.”

“Leon, there’s no comparison of today’s government to the slave masters of the nineteenth century.”

“No? You don’t think so?” He pondered a bit before continuing. “I suppose you have a point. The slave master
provided free food, shelter, clothing and enough medical care to keep the slaves alive. The government is only promising
free health care, and they’re not promising free shelter or clothing, just subsidized shelter and food.

“Leon, that’s not a good comparison at all. The government just wants to make sure that poor people get the help
they need.”

“Yeah, right. Free education just means that the working-class and middle-class people who don’t go to college are
forced to pay for the education of the middle- and upper-class people who do go to college. How is that fair?”

“Leon, you’ve got it all wrong. Jim Vrana just wants the rich to pay their fair share. Elizabeth Valea argued for the same
thing during the debates. What do you think of her? She came in second in the last two primaries. Do you think she has
a shot at becoming the vice president?”
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“Yeah, Pete, she probably does. She checks off all the boxes – female, Samoan, promises more free stuff than anyone
in the opposition party. I’m surprised she’s not winning all the primaries.”

Pete takes a sip of his coffee. “Yeah, I’m a little surprised at that, too.”

Leon smiles. “Did you notice that neither of them has had any experience in the real world. Both of them got
government jobs right out of law school and never worked a day in the private sector.”

Pete shakes his head. “That’s not relevant. All that matters is their position on policies. She’s really forceful on that
fair share argument. The rich don’t pay their fair share.”

Leon smirks. “What is fair share, anyway? I’m paying about 40% of my income in taxes if you count the federal, state
and local income tax, sales tax, property tax, and all those hidden taxes that you never see. And let’s not forget the Social
Security tax. Everyone who works has to pay that, even if they don’t earn enough to pay the income tax. And then there’s
the inflation tax. Everyone has to pay that one, too, even poor people.”

“Leon, you’re starting to sound like the lyrics to that Beatle song.”

“Taxman? Yeah, maybe I am sounding like that song – ‘There’s one for you, 19 for me. Should 5% appear too small?
Be thankful I don’t take it all.’ “

“It’s not like that, Leon. The government doesn’t take that much. It will never take that much.”

“Actually, Pete, it has taken that much in the past. The top federal income tax rate was over 90% in the 1950s, and it
was 70 into the early 1980s. And that doesn’t even include the state and local income taxes, the property taxes and the
sales taxes. Back in the 1950s, some people paid more than 100% of their marginal income in taxes if you count up all of
the taxes they paid.”

“Yeah, but that was only a few people. Taxes will never get that high again.”

“How can you be sure, Pete? Elizabeth Valea is talking about a wealth tax to pile on top of the income tax, and she
wants to increase the estate tax percent, and drop the exempt amount so that even middle-class farmers and business
owners will have to pay something—their fair share. That doesn’t sound fair to me. It sounds like she wants to be the
new slave master.”

“Leon, you’re going way overboard on this. There’s no way that government can be compared to a slave master.
Taxation isn’t theft. It’s what we pay to live in a civilized society. We live in a democracy. We get to choose our leaders.
Slaves couldn’t do that. If we don’t like it, we can leave. We can vote with our feet. Slaves couldn’t do that. They were
stuck on the plantation.”

Leon chuckled, and shook his head. “Yeah, Pete, you’re right. Slaves had 100% of the fruits of their labor confiscated,
whereas today we only have maybe 40 or 50 or 60% of the fruits of our labor confiscated. So we’re only a slave to the
government for four or five or six months a year instead of twelve months. That’s a big improvement. Slaves couldn’t
choose their slave masters, whereas today we can choose our slave masters by the democratic process. Slaves couldn’t
leave the plantation, whereas we get to choose which slave master taxes us. We can move to a different state, but we still
have to pay federal taxes. And we still have to pay federal taxes even if we move to a different country. Big difference.
Sometimes the slave master allowed the slaves to buy their freedom. We can buy our freedom, too. We can give up our
American citizenship, but we have to pay an exit fee to the government, but then we get taxed by the elected slave
masters of some other country, but maybe at a lower rate. It’s a big improvement over slavery. “

“You know, Pete, I’ve been thinking. It’s gotten to the point where the federal government is doing more to us than
it’s doing for us.  I read that the top 1% is paying more than 40% of all income taxes, and that the top 50% are paying more
than 97% of all income taxes. Maybe they need a tax cut. Maybe we should establish a maximum tax so that nobody has
to pay more than a certain amount. That wouldn’t end the exploitation, but it would at least reduce it. And it would help
reduce the number of people who are paying more than their fair share.”

“I don’t think that would be feasible, Leon. If we gave those people a tax cut, the federal government wouldn’t have
enough money to pay for everything. It needs that money to pay the bills.”

“I’m not so sure about that, Pete. You know, we didn’t have a federal income tax before 1913, and we did just fine.
Some states, like Florida and Texas, don’t have an income tax and they’re doing just fine, too.”

“I don’t know, Leon. If they abolished the federal income tax, how would they get the funds they need to operate?”

“Well, Pete, maybe they’d just have to cut back on spending. We’re sending billions of dollars to other countries in
foreign aid. We’re subsidizing the defense of Europe. The last time I checked, World War II ended in 1945. I don’t see
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why we have to keep subsidizing those European armies. Let them pay for their own defense. Let them pay their fair
share.”

Leon looked at his watch. “Well, Pete, I’ve got to go. Gotta be at work in 20 minutes. I’ll earn 200 dollars today and
I’ll get to keep 120 of it. Have a nice day.”

“You, too, Leon.”

Note to the non-American readers: There is a good reason why the author chose to call the presidential candidate Jim
Vrana. “Vrana” means “crow” in the Bulgarian language. “Jim Crow” was the term used to describe the laws that were
passed after the American Civil War (1861-1865) to deny the recently freed slaves their rights as citizens.
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